The ECU chapter of the Honor Society Phi Kappa Phi, and the Ph.D. Program in Coastal Resources Management, sponsored the final Executive-in-Residence of the semester on December 3rd and 4th, 2002.

On Tuesday, December 3rd, 2002, distinguished guest, Dr. Joshua Reichert, Director, Environment Program, The Pew Charitable Trusts, Philadelphia, PA, gave a formal presentation on “Science and Conservation Policy.” Reichert also presented an informal seminar on “The Role of Non-Profits, Foundations, and Government in Shaping Conservation Policy.” He led an open discussion focusing on the distinct roles played by various sectors including government, non-profit conservation organizations, business, scientific and research institutions, and foundations in shaping conservation policy.

Reichert argued that there is a need for scientists to play an increasingly significant role in the public debate over conservation, to review the challenges they face in doing so, and to describe the contributions that scientists have and can make in the field of conservation policy.

Reichert completed his undergraduate work in applied behavioral sciences at the University of California, Davies, and earned his MA and Ph.D in social anthropology from Princeton University. Under his leadership, the Trusts have quintupled their investments in environmental programs since 1990.
Fall 2002 Initiates

JUNIORS
Tara Lunne Ammons
Amit Aravapalli*
Amy Diane Blount
Brodey L. Bowers*
Dana Leigh Boyette*
Heidi Brown*
Marion Marie Buchite
Kathlene Lynn Buss
Anna P. Cafazza
Whitney Joanna Dees*
Sarah Elizabeth DiJoseph
Maria Khorsand Dillard*
Arlissa Hunter Dockery*
Christopher Michael Finch
Joshua Nolan Foltz
Erin Kristen Hall
Meredith Anne Hardison*
Daphne M Harrington*
Ashley Morgan Hartis
Shelby Ann Kaplan*
David Thomas Lane*
Brett Earl Lanier*
Heather Lynch*
Lauren Grey Mason*
Jessi Leigh Mounce*
Kimberly Mullens
Daniel Adam Overby*
Bryan Christopher Park*
Joanna Lynn Picuri
Rachel Ann Segneri
Leanne Elizabeth Smith*
Evan Elise SmocK*
Nicole M. Trulli*
Sarah Elizabeth Watts*
Julie Suzanne Williams*
Alexander Renee Williamson*

SENIORS
Andre P. Allen
Deborah Joanna Anderson*
Sarah Baker
Jennifer Lynn Barile
Jeremy A. Barnes
Chrisie Lynn Batts
Robert Warren Braxton
Debra Chamberlain
Misty Love Chastain
Brian Glenn Cussick
Peggy Barefoot Darden
Jessica Kristen Davis
Elizabeth Anne Davis
Julia Leigh Duque
Mark T. DuRose*
Mark Glenn Eagle
Allyson Marie E. Fields*
Benjamin Joseph Fredette
Rainford Ashley Gainey
Megan Coleman Greenway*
Pamela Louise Gregory
Shannon Lynn Groesser
Ashley Kathryn Gros
Cynthia Miranda Helmy*
Megan Walker Hewitt*
Kimberly Renee Hocking
Kedrin N. Hodges
Kimberly L. Jones
Charles F. Kresho
Nikki Cherry LaJaunie*
Raymond J. Leffler III
Alena M. Mason
Erin Joan McCoy*
Justin David Molis*
Mathew G. Muooz*
John A. Narron III
Judith Mary Norman
Leslie Fond Payne
Carol P Peay
Trevor E Pilkington
Keith Porter
Erica Danielle Rosene
Paulina Lena Sierpinski
Katie M Slagle*
Mathew Robert Suart*
Susan Page Taylor
Brian Neal Tuttle
Joann Bembridge Wall*
Heather Lynn Walters
Tronda Lee Ward
Deborah Marie Welsh
Jennifer McAllister Williams

GRADUATE STUDENTS
Alycia Aucoin
Dan Baicy
Lenore Teresa Bartsell
Kelly F. Cobb
Jessica Lee Curci
Robert C. Davis
Anita F. Dean
Carol J. Denning-Broadus
Carolyn Kusbit Dunn
Denise Joanne Eicher
Philip R. Farinholt
Abigail Mara Fish
Christine Kathryn Fogarty
Mark Douglas Foley
Deborah Warner Green
Kevin Douglas Greene
Susan Kristen Hale
Surovi Hazarika
Joy M. Holster
Richard Allen Huberman
Mary Beth Kennedy
H. Jason Krim
Jeannine Lanoux
Heather Ann Little
Beth Mahony
Sherlene Anjanette Mason
Jeffrey Mathew Palis
Eva Kennedy Phillips
Wallace Elliott Pilland III
Thomas Caldwell Rose
Beth Alane Sauls
Sheena McLaurin Scarboro
John L. Stiles
Joanne Taylor
Patricia Lynn Whichard
Amanda L. Williams-Ford
Tisha B. Yelverton

* indicates all students enrolled in the University Honors Program
Chapter Spotlight: Eldean Pierce, RN, MSN, FNP

The ECU Chapter of Phi kappa Phi is fortunate to have as its secretary, Eldean Pierce, a family nurse practitioner and assistant professor in the School of Nursing. The eastern North Carolina native was inducted as an East Carolina University student member in 1974.

Pierce’s early nursing education was at The Watts Hospital School of Nursing in Durham, North Carolina. After receiving her diploma from that institution, she worked in Virginia, Massachusetts, and Florida, before returning to ECU to complete a Bachelor of Science in Nursing (1974), a Master of Science in Rehabilitation Counselling (1977), a Master of Science in Nursing (1979), and a certificate as a Family Nurse Practitioner (1998). As a Nurse Practitioner, Pierce is approved by the North Carolina Board of Nursing and the North Carolina Board of Medicine.

Upon graduating from East Carolina, Pierce began teaching at ECU’s School of Nursing, and during the late 1970s and early 1980s became active in Phi Kappa Phi as a faculty member, serving on various committees and eventually being selected as secretary—her present position, which she holds concurrently with her position as Chair of the Chapter’s Initiation and Banquet Committee.

Pierce Comments, “There are many things that I like about being a part of Phi Kappa Phi. PKP’s “member for life” policy really creates a sense of connection with the larger academic community. And PKP’s interdisciplinarity is a genuine plus. Working with people outside my own discipline is always enriching.”

An enthusiastic teacher, Pierce is listed in Who’s Who of America’s Teachers, is regularly named by graduating seniors as “most influential” during their student years, has received multiple teaching awards from within the university, and was named 1994 Nurse Educator of the Year by the North Carolina Nurses Association. These testimonials reflect her own commitment to students at all stages of education. “I love the first year students. If you tell them to wash their hands for five minutes, they’ll do it. They are so eager and ready. But I also enjoy seniors. These students are on the threshold of the profession—and working with them is really working with the field’s newest colleagues.”

In a world often driven by over-specialization, Pierce sees a degree in nursing as a jumping off place for a number of career tracks. Certainly, one can nurse in the traditional roles, but education in this field provides a strong foundation for careers in insurance or in the pharmaceutical industry.

Eldean Pierce and her husband, Hal (a retired high school physics teacher), live in Winterville, North Carolina.
For a full story on ECU’s Wall of Honor, see the Spring 2002 newsletter.
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